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NFT holders will receive a complimentary token before any public sale, ensuring
early access and benefits.
NFT holders can purchase presale tokens without any commission fees, allowing
them to maximize their investment potential.
Committing to NFT holder satisfaction, we allocate 20% of our profits for regular
airdrops of our token. These airdrops occur at every million-dollar milestone
increase in market cap or on December 31st if the market cap hasn't reached a new
million-dollar milestone. This ongoing initiative continues until NFT holders have
achieved a remarkable 10x profit in USD on their NFT investment.

In order to create a secure token with a price determined by a robust trading pool,
listing on prominent exchanges, and conducting an extensive marketing campaign,

substantial funding is required. To gather the necessary funds, we have initiated the
"Nova-Dox Token Investor" collection, offering an opportunity for investors to

contribute and be part of our innovative venture.

By supporting the development of the Nova-Dox token, you will gain access to 3333
exclusive NFTs at an incredibly low price of just 150 USDC, with the option to purchase
them in bulk. 

These NFTs offer unique benefits and rewards, allowing you to enhance your
investment and be part of an exciting venture in the blockchain space.

1.

2.

3.

NOTE. Wallets holding a minimum of 10 Nova-Dox token NFTs will receive rewards
until they achieve a 20x return on their initial investment, while wallets with 100 or
more Nova-Dox token NFTs will be rewarded until they achieve a remarkable 33x
return on their investment.

 The Nova-Dox token 10-33X NFT collection



Based on our conservative estimate, Nova-Dox anticipates generating approximately
$1.5 million in profit per $10 million market cap annually. This implies that token
holders can expect to receive around $300k if we achieve a market cap volume of $10
million. Even without an increase in volume, NFT holders can recoup their initial
investment within two years after the token launch, as our profit generation is not
solely dependent on selling new tokens.

Furthermore, if we reach a market cap of $100 million, NFT holders can potentially
enjoy a remarkable estimated 6x reward within that year. It is important to note that
funds will always be directly distributed to the wallet that owns the respective NFT(s) at
the time of the monetary distribution.

By offering a clear roadmap for profitability and delivering consistent returns to our
token holders, Nova-Dox strives to provide a compelling investment opportunity with a
strong potential for growth and substantial rewards.

https://opensea.io/collection/nova-dox-token


Nova-Dox NFT Introduction
Nova-Dox is proud to introduce the Nova-Dox token, revolutionizing the crypto trading
landscape by leveraging advanced trading software. A groundbreaking concept that
combines non-fungible tokens (NFTs) with advanced trading software. Developed over
eight years by a team of experts, Nova-Dox introduces a revolutionary approach to
empower traders in the crypto market.

Nova-Dox emerges as the next step in an existing business, where we successfully sold
the previous version of our software model. This concept allowed users to open a
trading account on a third-party exchange and connect to our software through an API
connection. Remarkably, our previous software model generated an impressive $6
million in client funds within just 1.5 years (zero marketing), solidifying our expertise
and track record.

Building on our success, Nova-Dox has developed a significantly more powerful
software model, integrating crypto options into our futures trading bot/software.
Recognizing the prevalence of trade copying and inspired by our unique offering, we
have ventured into the world of NFTs. Funds generated from NFT sales will be actively
traded on Deribit, the largest crypto options exchange, with an average daily trading
volume exceeding $1 billion USD.

We have implemented rigorous measures to ensure security and protect client funds.
Clients no longer retain their funds in individual accounts but instead hold an NFT
representing their share in the trading pool. Working diligently to achieve waterproof
fund protection, Nova-Dox engaged in extensive discussions with the Deribit helpdesk,
who scaled it up to their CCO, ultimately leading to an official partnership. As a result,
we now maintain an admin-controlled account with a single withdrawal address for a
lifetime. This address is secured by a smart contract with two key holders, enhancing
the security and integrity of the funds. Furthermore, we have enlisted the services of
Bitcounts, a trusted third-party auditor, to ensure transparency and validate the proper
distribution of funds to our clients.

The Nova-Dox project represents a significant milestone in the crypto trading
landscape. Our unique blend of NFTs, advanced trading software, and strategic
partnerships positions us at the forefront of innovation. By participating in the Nova-
Dox ecosystem, investors can access a secure and profitable investment opportunity
backed by our expertise and a solid partnership with Deribit.

Check out our website for more information or our recent press release from Yahoo!

https://www.nova-dox.com/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/next-gen-nft-project-nova-114821983.html


Establish a secure and transparent investment vehicle linked to the performance of
our advanced trading software.
Provide stability and outperformance during market downturns, differentiating
Nova-Dox from other tokens in the crypto space.
Create a unique ecosystem where the demand and supply dynamics influence token
circulation and value.
Reward token holders by distributing a significant portion of the trading pool's
profits.

Price Stability: Dumping of our coin by token holders does not affect the token's
price. We seamlessly buy back dumped tokens, ensuring a stable token value. We
are able to do so with the funds from the trading pool.
Outperformance in Market Downturns: During the crypto market's downtrends,
Nova-Dox has demonstrated its ability to outperform other tokens significantly. For
instance, in 2022, our previous software model achieved a profit of approximately
30% in USD, while the underlying asset Ethereum experienced an 80% crash and
was still 65% below the top when we gained 30% profit. This consistent
outperformance during bear markets (and in the long run in all market conditions) is
a key strength of the Nova-Dox token.

The Nova-Dox token (cryptocurrency) is the next step after successfully launching the
Nova-Dox NFTs. The token is backed by advanced trading software developed by a
team of experts over an extensive 8-year period. With a focus on performance-based
value and unique market characteristics, Nova-Dox offers investors a secure and
profitable investment opportunity.

Overview and Objectives
The Nova-Dox token represents the next step in our journey, where the performance of
our cutting-edge trading software directly determines the token's value. As we
introduce the Nova-Dox token, we aim to achieve the following objectives:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Token Sale and Activation
We initiate the token sale with an attractive 1 USD per token price. During the presale
phase, all funds raised from the token sale are transferred to our trusted partner,
Deribit, and our proprietary trading software is activated. The margin balance of the
trading account can be monitored in real-time through an API connection, directly
influencing the value of the Nova-Dox token.

Value Proposition
Nova-Dox offers several compelling characteristics that set it apart from traditional
crypto tokens:

All About The new Nova-Dox Token



Performance-Based Value: Unlike traditional stablecoins, Nova-Dox does not match
a fixed dollar value. Instead, its value is determined by the performance of the
trading pool, providing investors with exposure to the potential profits generated
by our software.

Tokens we sell during the presale are transferred to the trading pool. Only the
tokens we sold effect the price of a token. Not our total supply. 
We maintain a buy wall X % below the market price and a sell wall Y % above the
market price. In this example, we use 5% for both.
Without any performance in the trading pool, we sell new tokens at 1.05 USD and
buy back tokens at 0.95 USD, creating a 10% trading range. Traders can buy or sell
tokens within this range.
If the demand exceeds the supply, we sell new tokens at 1.05 USD, directly
transferring the funds to the trading pool. Conversely, if the supply surpasses the
demand, we buy back tokens at 0.95 USD using funds from the trading pool. This
mechanism ensures that the dumping of tokens does not impact the token's price.
Tokens we take out of circulation are not effecting the price anymore.
The buy and sell walls are adjusted based on the trading pool's performance. For
example, if the trading pool generates a 20% profit, the buy and sell walls are placed
respectively at 1.14 USD and 1.26 USD per Nova-Dox token. Conversely, if the
trading pool experiences a 10% drawdown, the buy and sell walls would be adjusted
to 0.855 USD and 0.945 USD per Nova-Dox token.

Token Dynamics and Buy/Sell Mechanism

The Nova-Dox token employs a unique buy/sell mechanism that ensures a balanced
market and fair trading opportunities. Here's how it works:

Profit Sharing and Token Value
To further enhance the value proposition for Nova-Doxtoken holders, we introduce a
fee structure on the realized profits generated by our trading software. By applying a
fee of 20%, 80% of the profits are distributed among the token holders. For example, if
the trading pool realizes a 10% profit, the NOVADOX token's value increases by 8%,
benefiting the token holders.
This unique profit-sharing model aligns our investors' interests with the trading pool's
success, creating a mutually beneficial ecosystem.

Roadmap and Future Developments
Nova-Dox has an ambitious roadmap for the future. Building on the success of the
Nova-Dox NFTs, the company plans to expand its software capabilities, incorporating
additional features and trading options. Nova-Dox aims to forge new partnerships
within the crypto ecosystem, collaborating with exchanges, liquidity providers, and
other strategic entities to further enhance the value and reach of the Nova-Dox token.
Additionally, continuous improvements in security measures and risk management
protocols will be prioritized to safeguard the interests of token holders.



After the presale, Nova-Dox earns on each token we sell and buyback. Let's say the
trading range is 10%, and we earn 5% from each sale or buyback. To estimate our
profits, we consider a market cap of $10 million over one year. The profit is directly
proportional to the market cap, so you can multiply this prediction by any factor you
want to increase the market cap.

If we sell tokens worth $10 million, we make a profit of 5%, which is $500k. Additionally,
there are times when the token price reaches our buy limit, allowing us to buy back
tokens and earn another 5% on each of those tokens. We estimate that we buy back and
sell again about 25% of the tokens. In volatile markets like the crypto market, this
percentage can exceed 100%. However, we'll be conservative in our calculation. So, the
additional profit for Nova-Dox is $250k (split equally between buying back and selling
again), resulting in a total profit of $750k from both sales and buybacks. We will earn
less on each sale or buyback if we use a smaller trading range than 10%. However,
traders will frequently utilize our buy-and-sell walls, leading to more token buybacks
and reselling.

In the trading pool, we charge a fee on the profit that is actually made. 80% of this
profit increases the token's value, while the remaining 20% is a performance fee. Our
past performance shows that achieving a 50% yearly profit is realistic. In fact, we
achieved a 50% profit in the last 12 months, despite the market experiencing various
situations, including a 50% drop in the ETH price. This means that we turned $10 million
into $15 million. As for Nova-Dox, our company, we would earn a profit of $1 million,
which is 20% of the $5 million profit in the pool.

Figure 1 - Performance of Nova-Dox software over the last 12 months compared to the
ETH/USD chart. The ETH price is approx. back on the level where we started and our
software is already 50% in profit.

Profit  prediction



In figure 1 you can see the performance of our software, what would be the token's
performance (minus commissions). You can see how good it outperforms a large token
like Ethereum.

The estimated yearly gross profit for Nova-Dox is $1.75 million, which is 17.5% of its
market cap of $10 million. 

However, Nova-Dox is not just a token backed by trading software and a dog symbol.
Our mission is to improve the lives of animals, particularly dogs. We will allocate 10%
of our profits to support dog charities. In addition to the token's strong features, we
believe this approach will attract more interest in our tokens. By purchasing our
tokens, you make a secure investment with a proven track record and contribute to
animal welfare. Therefore, Nova-Dox's profit in this calculation is $1.575 million, and
we generate $175k annually for animal welfare.
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The Nova-Dox token is changing the world of crypto trading. It combines cutting-edge
trading software and a strong partnership with Deribit. This token is special because it
makes stable profit even when markets are down, and it has the potential to perform
well in the long term. Plus, it's directly linked to the profits of the trading pool. Investing
in Nova-Dox is a great opportunity to benefit from these advantages. 

The future of Nova-Dox looks incredibly promising. We are constantly innovating and
expanding our offerings. Come and join us on this transformative journey and be part of
the revolution with Nova-Dox token. By joining the Nova-Dox community and
participating in the token sale, you can access advanced trading software and earn
consistent and significant returns.
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